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Abstract 

The development of biocompatiable efficient photothermal coupling agent (PCA) for image-guided 
photothermal therapy of cancer has gained increasing interests in recent years. Although various 
PCAs have been developed, the clinical translations of these materials have been largely hindered 
by the potential biosafety issues and challenges of scaling-up manufactures. In this research, we 
proposed nano-sized indocyanine green (ICG) J-aggregate (IJA) as a promising PCA which is 
fabricated by a very facile method using clinical-approved ICG as the only excipient. The 
as-prepared IJA remains stable in various solution and shows a ~115 nm red-shift in absorption 
peak compared to free ICG. Importantly, IJA can be disassociated into free ICG again after 
internalized into cells and exhibits high biosafety comparable to ICG. The IJA performs well for 
photothermal therapy both in vitro and in vivo. In addition, the IJA can also be used as a good 
photoacoustic contrast agent and internalization-responsive fluorescence probe. The facile 
preparation, high safety and excellent theranostic performance indicated that IJA might be a 
promising one-component agent for cancer theranostics. 
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Introduction 
Thermal therapy has emerged as a promising 

minimally invasive alternative to conventional 
approaches, such as surgery, chemotherapy and 
radiotherapy, for treatments of several tumors [1, 2]. 
In particular, photothermal therapy (PTT) induced by 
near-infrared (NIR) laser featured by lower tissue 
absorption and deeper penetration has attracted 
increasing attention in the past decade [3]. One of the 
most important prerequisites for successful clinical 
translation of PTT is to develop a clinically-acceptable 
efficient photothermal coupling agent (PCA). 

Currently, various inorganic or organic 
nanomaterials have been investigated as PCA, such as 
noble-metal-based nanostructures [3-7], carbon 
nanomaterials [8-11], semiconductor nanomaterials 
[12-14] and conjugated polymers [15, 16]. However, 
most of these materials are either non-degradable or 
degraded into potentially hazardous metal ions in vivo 

[17-19]. The long-term biosafety in vivo after 
systematic injection is a major concern [20, 21]. In 
addition, the issues in scale-up of manufacturing 
process is another big challenge for clinical translation 
[22]. 

Fabricating efficient PCA utilizing clinically- 
approved pharmaceutical excipients may be a 
shortcut for the translation of PCA. Indocyanine green 
(ICG) is currently the only pharmaceutical excipient 
with NIR absorption approved by the US Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA). However, the limited 
accumulation in vivo and high photobleaching make 
ICG hardly directly used for PTT. Therefore, a lot of 
researches have been done to improve the in vivo 
behavior and photothermal conversion ability using 
several clinically-applicable drug delivery systems, 
such as liposomes [23], polymers [24], lipid 
nanoparticles [25, 26], albumin nanoparticles [27, 28], 
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nanofibers [29] and so on. However, these systems 
still more or less encounter problems involving low 
drug loading content, low photothermal conversion 
efficacy and complex preparation method, thus 
hindering their clinical translation. 

Many organic dyes could self-assemble in to 
J-type aggregates under certain circumstances 
featured by a red-shifted, intense and narrow 
absorption peak, known as a J-band. Since its 
discovery in 1930s [30], enormous researches have 
been done concerning its distinct optical properties 
and several applications have been proposed [31-34]. 
In recent years, there are also some reports utilizing 
nano-sized J-aggregates of organic dyes for the 
theranostic applications of cancer [35-38]. As a 
FDA-approved organic dye, ICG was found to form J 
aggregates in aqueous solution under heating two 
decades ago [39]. Despite its distinct optical properties 
[39-42], the potentials of ICG J-aggregate (IJA) for 
biophotonic imaging and therapy in vivo have been 
ignored. 

In this research, we proposed nano-sized IJA as a 
promising PCA characterized with facile preparation, 
excellent photothermal conversion ability and high 
biocompatibility (Scheme 1). Nano-sized IJA can be 
separated from heated ICG aqueous solution by 
filtration. Once forming, IJA remains stable in 
J-aggregated state in various media. The IJA shows 
excellent performance for PTT and photoacoustic 
imaging (PAI) both in vitro and in vivo. In addition, 
after internalized by cells, IJA can be disassociated 
into ICG monomers, exhibiting high biocompatibility 
similar to ICG and potential for internalization- 
responsive fluorescence imaging. The facile 
preparation, high biocompatibility and excellent 
theranostic performance make the IJA a highly 
promising PCA for future applications. 

Materials and Methods 
Materials and equipment 

All reagents obtained commercially were used 
without further purification. Indocyanine Green (ICG) 
was obtained from Shenyang Bomei Pharmaceutical 
New Technology Development Co., Ltd. 0.22 μm 
syringe filters were bought from Sartorius. Dialysis 
bag (8000-14000 Da) was obtained from Beijing 
Solarbio Science & Technology Co., Ltd. Millipore 
quality deionized water (DI water) (resistivity is 18.2 
MΩ·cm) was utilized in all experiments. Pluronic F127 
(PF127) was obtained from BASF. Polyoxyethylene-40 
stearate (PEG40S), Tween 80 and Triton X-100 were 
obtained from Sigma Aldrich. All the other solvents 
used in the research were purchased from Sinopharm 
Chemical Reagent Beijing Co., Ltd. or Beijing (China) 
Chemical Company. The freeze-drying process was 
conducted on an Advantage 2.0 EL freeze 
dryer(Virtis). UV-vis-NIR spectra was recorded using 
an Evolution 220 UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer 
(Thermal Scientific). The hydrodynamic diameter was 
determined with a PALS/90Plus dynamic light 
scattering (DLS) analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments 
Co., USA). The morphology of the aggregates was 
observed by Tecnai G2 T20 transmission electron 
microscopy. Photoacoustic images and signal data 
were measured and analyzed using a multi-spectral 
optoacoustic tomographic (MSOT) imaging system 
(inVision 128, iThera Medical GmbH, Neuherberg, 
Germany). The fluorescence imaging in vivo was 
conducted on a Maestro 2 in-vivo imaging system 
(Cambridge Research & Instrumentation, Inc.). The 
temperature changes in vivo were monitored with an 
IR thermal camera (Fluke Ti27). 

 

 
Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the formation of IJA and its applications for photoacoustic / fluorescence imaging-guided photothermal therapy. 
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Preparation of ICG J-aggregates (IJA) 
1.5 mM ICG aqueous solution was heated in a 

water bath at 65 ℃ for 20 h. This process is monitored 
with UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer. After the 
formation of J-aggregates, the solution was dialyzed 
against DI water for 24 h to remove any possible free 
ICG. After dialysis, the solution was filtered through 
0.22 μm syringe filters to remove big aggregates and 
sterilize the solution. The resultant IJA solution was 
then sub-packed in penicillin bottles for 
lyophilization. Before use, the IJA powder was 
resuspended in water or 5% dextrose solution. To 
quantify the concentration of IJA, the IJA solution was 
mixed with equal volume of ethanol and absorption 
spectra was measured. The concentration of IJA was 
calculated using a standard concentration-OD curve 
of ICG. 

Photothermal heating experiments in vitro 
2 mL IJA or ICG aqueous solution placed in 

quartz cuvettes, irradiated by continuous-wave diode 
NIR laser with a wavelength of 808 ± 5nm at the 
power of 1W/cm2 for different time, after which the 
absorption spectra were acquired. To study the 
temperature elevation, a fiber optic temperature 
measuring probe was placed perpendicular to the 
light path to monitor the temperature in real time. The 
solution was irradiated with laser for 300s (ON) and 
then cooled for 600s (OFF). The ON/OFF cycle was 
repeated for four times. 

Phantom test 
The Phantom test was conducted using a 

previously described method [43]. 

Cell experiments 
Human umbilical vein endothelial cells 

(HUVECs) and 4T1 murine breast cancer cells were 
cultured in RPMI-1640 cell culture medium 
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 
1% penicillin / streptomycin under the standard cell 
culture conditions. Cell Counting Kit 8 (CCK8, 
Dojindo Molecular Technologies, Inc.) assay was 
carried out following the manufacturer's protocol to 
determine relative cell viabilities after different 
treatments. 

To study the cytotoxicity, IJA and ICG were 
firstly dissolved in water at a concentration of 2 
mg/mL and then diluted in cell culture medium to 
different concentrations, which were then used to 
treat HUVECs and 4T1 cancer cells pre-seeded in 
96-well plate. After incubated for 24 h, cellular 
viabilities were determined by CCK8 assay. 

To evaluate the disassociation of IJA after cell 
internalization, 4T1 cells pre-seeded in 96-well plate 

were firstly incubated with IJA dispersed in cell 
culture medium at the concentration of 0.1 mg/mL for 
4 hours and washed with PBS for three times. The 
cells were then incubated in 100 μL cell culture 
medium for 0 h, 2 h, 4 h, 8 h, 12 h, 16 h and 20 h, after 
which the fluorescence images were acquired on an 
animal fluorescence imaging system. For the control 
group, 4T1 cells were rinsed with IJA solution, 
washed with PBS for three times and then incubated 
in cell culture medium for fluorescence imaging 
immediately. After fluorescence image acquisition, 
100 μL DMSO was added for each well to dissolve IJA 
and fluorescence image were acquired again.  

To visualize the photothermal killing effect of 
IJA, 4T1 cells pre-seeded in 24-well plate were 
incubated with IJA dispersed in cell culture medium 
or cell culture medium only. For laser irradiation 
groups, cells were irradiated with laser at the power 
of 1 W/cm2. After incubated for 30 min, cells were 
stained with Calcein AM and propidium iodide (PI) 
and then imaged with a fluorescence microscope. 

To test the photothermal cytotoxicity, 4T1 cells 
pre-seeded in 96-well plate were incubated with IJA at 
different concentrations and then irradiated with laser 
at the power of 1 W/cm2 for 5 min. After incubated 
for another 24 h, cellular viabilities were determined 
by CCK8 assay. 

Animal experiments 
Female Balb/c mice were purchased from 

Beijing Vital River Laboratories and all animal 
experiments were conducted under protocols 
approved by Peking University Laboratory Animal 
Center. Xenograft mice models were established by 
injecting subcutaneously 5–6×106 4T1 cells into the 
right flank of mouse. 

Photoacoustic imaging (PAI) in vivo 
For in vivo PAI tests, 4T1 tumor-bearing mice 

were intravenously injected with ICG or IJA dispersed 
in 5% dextrose solution (0.2 mg/mL, 200 μL/mouse). 
A volume ROI consisting of transverse slices with a 
step size of 0.3 mm spanning from liver to tumor 
region was selected by manual inspection of live 
MSOT images. Multispectral imaging was performed 
before injection and 2 h, 4 h, 8 h and 24 h after 
injection. Images were reconstructed using a 
model-based approach [12]. 

Fluorescence imaging 
For fluorescence imaging, 4T1 tumor-bearing 

mice were intravenously injected with ICG or IJA 
dispersed in 5% dextrose solution (1 mg/mL, 200 
μL/mouse). Images were acquired before injection 
and 2 h, 4 h, 8 h and 24 h post injection. After 24 h, 
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mice were euthanized and then tumors were 
dissected for imaging. 

Photothermal therapy (PTT) in vivo 
4T1 tumor-bearing mice were divided into six 

groups: control groups, laser only, ICG only, IJA only, 
ICG +laser and IJA+ laser (6 mice each group). In 
control group and laser only group, mice were 
injected with 200 μL 5% dextrose solution. Other 
groups were i.v. injected with IJA or ICG solution 
dispersed in dispersed in 5% dextrose solution (1 
mg/mL, 200 μL/mouse). Laser irradiation groups 
were irradiated with the 808±5 nm laser at a power 
density of 1 W/cm2 for 10 min at ~4 h post injection. 
Temperature elevation of tumor area was monitored 
in a real-time way with an infrared thermal camera. 
The tumor sizes were measured by a caliper every 
other day and calculated as the tumor volume = 
(tumor length) × (tumor width)2 /2. Mice with tumor 
sizes exceeding 1000 mm3 were euthanatized 
according to the standard animal protocol. Relative 
tumor volumes were calculated as V/V0 (V0 was the 
tumor volume when the treatment was initiated).  

To evaluate the toxicity of IJA and ICG in vivo, 20 
days after ICG and IJA administration, vital organs 
including heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney of mice 
were collected and stained using standard 
hematoxylin & eosin (H&E) staining protocol. 

Results and Discussions 
Preparation and characterization of IJA 

In aqueous solution, ICG mainly existed in 
monomers and H-type dimers characterized two 
absorption peaks at 780 nm and ~715 nm, respectively 
(Figure 1A). Under a water bath heating at 65℃, these 
two absorption peaks gradually decreased and a new 
absorption peak at around 895 nm increased, 
indicating the transformation of ICG monomers and 
dimers into J-aggregates, in which the ICG was 
packed in a head-to-tail manner through the π-π 
stacking and electrostatic interaction. After heated for 
around 20 h, the absorption spectra stopped changing, 
indicating the accomplishment of IJA production. 
After heating, the IJA solution was dialyzed against 
water to remove any free ICG. The absorbance was 
not significantly changed (Figure S1A), indicating 
that most of the ICG molecules were transformed into 
IJA. The big J-aggregates were removed by filtration 
through 0.22 μm membrane (Figure S1B). The IJA can 
be lyophilized and then well-redispersed without any 
significant changes in absorption spectra (Figure 
S1C), making IJA able to be stably stored in powder 
form at room temperature for a very long time. 
Compared to free ICG, the fluorescence of IJA was 

fully bleached (Figure S2). Transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) images show that the sizes of most 
IJA are sub-100 nm (Figure 1B). The dynamic light 
scattering measurements show a narrow size 
distribution with an average diameter of ~91.7 nm, in 
accordance with the TEM results (Figure S3). The 
absorbance of IJA at 895 nm increases linearly with 
the concentration, indicating that IJA is not easy to 
dissociated in water (Figure S4). The IJA could be well 
dispersed in various media including saline, 
phosphate buffer saline (PBS), fetal bovine serum 
(FBS) and RMPI-1640 cell culture medium containing 
10% FBS (Figure 1C). After incubated at 37 ℃ for 24 h, 
no significant changes in absorption spectra were 
observed, indicating the stability of IJA under 
physiology conditions. In addition, IJA is formed 
through the non-covalent interactions among ICG 
molecules, and thus can be easily disassociated into 
ICG monomers or dimers again under certain 
circumstance, such as organic solvents, amphiphilic 
detergent solution (e.g. Polyoxyethylene-40 stearate 
(PEG40S), Tween 80, Triton X-100, Pluronic 
F127(PF127)) (Figure 1D). Thus the facile preparation, 
nano-size, good stability and ability to be 
disassociated into ICG indicated the potential of IJA 
for further biomedical applications. 

The strong NIR absorption indicated IJA might 
be a very good PCA. Equal amount of ICG and IJA 
have equivalent absorption at ~805 nm. When 
irradiated with 808±5 nm laser at the power of 1 
W/cm2, ICG was quickly bleached by laser (Figure 
S5). On the contrary, the absorbance of IJA around 
~808 nm decreased in a much slower rate. The 
photobleaching of ICG have been previously 
demonstrated as a result of a process involving 
photo-sensitization to form 1O2, dioxetane formation, 
and then dioxetane cleavage resulting into carbonyl 
products [44]. By forming nanoparticles, the ICG 
nanoparticles have a much reduced photobleaching 
rate compared to the free form [27, 45], since the ICG 
molecule packed in the core have a much lower 
possibility to access 1O2 generated by photo- 
sensitization. However, the photobleaching cannot be 
totally avoided for IJA, because the IJA is formed 
totally by ICG and the ICG in the outlayer still have 
access to 1O2. The slower bleaching rate resulted in a 
much better photothermal effect (Figure 1E). The 
photothermal conversion ability of IJA does not 
compromise significantly after multiple cycles of 
laser-induced photothermal heating. In comparison, 
the photothermal temperature elevation by ICG 
diminished sharply after each round of photothermal 
heating. The enhanced photothermal stability makes 
IJA a promising PCA. 
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Figure 1. Formation and characterization of IJA in vitro. (A) Absorption spectra indicated the process of IJA formation under heating. (B) TEM image of IJA. (C) 
Absorption spectra of IJA dispersed in saline, PBS, FBS and RMPI-1640 cell culture medium containing 10% FBS obtained immediately post-dissolved and after stored 
for 1 day at 37 ℃. (D) Absorption spectra of IJA which was dispersed in water, ethanol, Triton X-100 (1%, w/w), Tween 80 (1%, w/w), PF127 (1%, w/w) and PEG40S 
(1%, w/w), respectively, and then shaken for 2 h at 37 ℃. (E) Temperature changes of IJA and ICG aqueous solution at the concentration of 10 μg/mL over four laser 
ON/OFF cycles. The sample was irradiated with a laser at the power of 1 W/cm2 for 300 s (ON) followed by natural cooling for 600 s (OFF). (F) Normalized PA signal 
of IJA and ICG changes as a function of wavelength obtained with a phantom test. The normalized absorption spectra were used for comparison. 

 
The strong absorption in NIR region also makes 

IJA a good contrast agent for PAI. Using a 
tissue-mimicking phantom, the photoacoustic (PA) 
property of IJA was evaluated using the free ICG 
solution for comparison. Figure 1F shows the 
normalized absorption spectra and PA intensity for 
ICG and IJA. As expected, the PA signal shows a 
strong correlation with the optical absorption. The 
slight deviations can be attributed to variations of 
light energy deposition [46]. Compared with ICG or 

other ICG-encapsulated nanoparticles [23, 24, 27, 43], 
one of the biggest advantage of IJA for PAI is that the 
main PA signal peak red-shifted ~115 nm from 780 
nm to 895 nm. As demonstrated in many literatures 
[47], the longer wavelength absorption endows better 
resolution at deeper tissues. Thus the red-shifted PA 
signal peak makes IJA an excellent PAI contrast agent, 
which can be used for monitoring the PTT process of 
IJA. 
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Figure 2. Cell experiments illustrate the non-laser-irradiated and laser-irradiated cytotoxicity in vitro. (A) Cytotoxicity of ICG and IJA to HUVEC and 4T1 cancer cell 
as a function of concentration. (B) 4T1 cancer cells were incubated with IJA solution for 4 h and then incubated in cell culture medium for different time, after which 
the fluorescence image was acquired. For the control group, cells were just rinsed with IJA solution and then washed off immediately before fluorescence image 
acquisition. (C) The quantification results based on the fluorescence image. (D) Fluorescence microscopy images of cells under different treatments: no IJA, no laser 
irradiation(Control); IJA only; Laser irradiation only; IJA treatments and laser irradiation. The cells were stained with Calcein AM (green) and propidium iodide (red) 
before imaging for visualization of live and dead cells, respectively. (E) Photothermal cytotoxicity of IJA and ICG as a function of concentration.  

 

Cytotoxicity of IJA without / with laser 
irradiation 

A good biosafety is the prerequisite for further 
biomedical application in vivo. Using a Cell Counting 
Kit 8 (CCK8) assay, the cytotoxicity of IJA was 
evaluated in human umbilical vein endothelial cells 
(HUVECs) and 4T1 murine breast cancer cells. As 
shown in Figure 2A, at a concentration as high as 0.02 
mg/mL, no significant cytotoxicity was observed in 
both cells indicating the biocompatibility of IJA. At 
even higher concentrations, IJA showed some 
cytotoxicity to 4T1 cancer cell while still negligible 
cytotoxicity to HUVEC, similar to ICG. The high 
safety to vascular endothelial cells at very high 
concentration makes IJA a safe intravenous-injectable 
agent, since the vascular endothelial cell is one of the 
primary cell types to contact IJA at such high 
concentration for systematic administration. 
Furthermore, we encouragingly found that after 
internalized by tumor cells IJA can restore the 
fluorescence again in a few hours, indicating that IJA 

can be disassociated into ICG monomers in cells 
(Figure 2B&C, S6A&B). From the in vitro 
experiments, we found that IJA is stable under 
different physiological conditions but can be 
dissociated into monomer under hydrophobic or 
amphiphilic environments. Therefore, the 
internalization-responsive fluorescence might be a 
result of existence of amphiphilic substances, such as 
amphiphilic membrane proteins and lipids. This 
phenomenon also explained the similar cytotoxicity of 
IJA and ICG. Since ICG is a FDA-approved drug that 
has been safely used for many years, it is reasonable to 
hypothesize that IJA may also be a very safe drug. In 
addition, since IJA can be disassociated in cells, IJA 
may also be used as an internalization- responsive 
fluorescence probe. 

The PTT effect of IJA to tumor cells was firstly 
evaluated at cellular level. As expected, after treated 
with IJA, most of the tumor cells in the 
laser-irradiated region were localized killed (Figure 
2D). The photothermal cytotoxicity of IJA is 
concentration-dependent (Figure 2E). At a 
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concentration of 5 μg/mL, IJA was able to kill over 
90% of cells, while free ICG only induced ~30% of 
cells to death. The significant higher PTT effect can be 
attributed to the reduced photobleaching of IJA. In 
addition, since nano-sized IJA is expected to have a 
better tumor accumulation than small molecular ICG, 
the difference in PTT effect between IJA and ICG may 
be further enlarged when applied in vivo. 

Dual modal imaging in vivo 
To investigate the in vivo biodistribution of IJA, 

the in vivo PAI was conducted on the 4T1 
tumor-bearing mice utilizing a real-time multispectral 
optoacoustic tomographic (MSOT) imaging system. 
After injected intravenously at the same dose (2 
mg/kg), IJA obviously accumulated in the tumor site, 
while no significant PA signal in tumor was observed 
for ICG (Figure 3A). The PA signal of IJA in tumors 
reaches to maximum at ~4 h and then gradually 
decreased, probably due to the dissociation and 
excretion of IJA (Figure S7A). Similar to ICG, IJA 
shows significant distribution in liver, spleen and 
intestines (Figure S8A&B). In addition, we also found 
quite strong PA signals of ICG ~8 h post IJA injection 
were observed in liver and spleen, indicating that IJA 
was gradually transformed into ICG in vivo. The 
excellent tumor accumulation and ability to be 
disassociated into ICG in vivo makes IJA possible for 
further image-guided tumor ablation. 

The in vivo biodistribution of IJA was also 
investigated on a fluorescence imaging system 
utilizing the recovered fluorescence after cellular 
internalization. As shown in Figure 3B&S7B, we 
indeed found that the tumor site was light up by the 
recovered fluorescence of IJA post injection, 
demonstrated the accumulation of IJA by the 
enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect. 
Although PAI results indicated IJA accumulated 
significantly higher than ICG, the fluorescence of IJA 

in tumor site is similar to ICG (Figure S9. The possible 
reason is that most of IJA in tumor is not internalized 
by tumor cells but retained in the extracellular matrix. 
The surface negative charge of IJA makes it not easy 
internalized by cells. For future applications, the 
combination of fluorescence imaging results and PAI 
results may be used to evaluate the cellular 
internalization. 

PTT in vivo 
The excellent photothermal conversion ability 

and tumor accumulation made it possible to use IJA 
for PTT in vivo. 4T1 tumor-bearing mice were divided 
into six groups: control group, laser-only group, 
ICG-only group, ICG + laser group, IJA-only group 
and IJA + laser group (6 mice each group). For control 
group and laser-only group, 200 μL 5% dextrose 
aqueous solution (w/w) was injected intravenously. 
Mice in the other groups were injected with IJA or 
ICG dispersed in 5% dextrose aqueous solution (1 
mg/mL, 200 μL). 4 h post injection, the mice in 
laser-irradiation groups were irradiated with an 808±
5 nm laser for 10 minutes. As shown in Figure 4A&B, 
Temperature in tumors of IJA + laser group quickly 
increased to over 55 ℃, while the laser only group and 
ICG + laser group showed a temperature below 45 ℃. 
The higher temperature elevation in IJA + laser group 
induced the ablation of tumors and prolonged 
survival time (Figure 4C&D). In the IJA + laser group, 
the tumors stopped growing after the treatment and 
no recurrence was observed during the 20 days. 
However, for the control groups, the tumor growth is 
not significantly affected by these treatments. Tumors 
in the control groups continue growing crazyly and 
all the mice were dead in two weeks. The excellent 
PTT performance is the result of the enhanced 
photothermal conversion ability and tumor 
accumulation by EPR effect. 

 

 
Figure 3. (A) Photoacoustic images of IJA or ICG in 4T1 tumor –bearing mice acquired at different time post injection. The tumor regions were indicated in red 
circles. (B) Fluorescence images acquired at different time following IJA of ICG injection. The red arrows indicated the sites of tumors. 
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Figure 4. PTT results in 4T1 tumor-bearing mice. (A) Thermal images indicated temperature changes of the tumor site under laser irradiation at the power of 
1W/cm2 for 10 min. (B) Temperature at tumor site changes as a function of time. (C) Time-dependent tumor relative volume curves in different groups (6 mice per 
group). Correlations analysis between the control groups didn’t show statistically significant difference. The difference between control and the experimental group 
marked with * were statistically significant (p < 0.05). (D) The survival curves of mice in different groups. (E) H&E staining images of major organs collected 20 days 
post ICG or IJA injection. 

 
Throughout the process for all the groups, no 

significant changes in body weight were observed 
(Figure S10). Histological examination of major 
organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney) collected 
20 days post ICG or IJA administration didn’t show 
any abnormality (Figure 4E). Although further 
systematic toxicology evaluations are still needed, the 

preliminary results indicated the biosafety of IJA as an 
injectable agent. 

Conclusion 
In summary, nano-sized IJA were successfully 

prepared with a very facile method. The IJA is formed 
by non-covalent packing of ICG molecules and 
remains in J-aggregated state in various solutions. 
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After cellular internalization, IJA can be disassociated 
into free ICG and exhibit excellent biosafety 
comparable to ICG. Compared with ICG, IJA showed 
reduced photobleaching and red-shifted absorption 
peak, making it a promising agent for PTT and PAI. In 
addition, the recovery of fluorescence after cellular 
internalization also makes IJA a promising 
internalization-responsive fluorescence probe. The 
facile preparation, high biosafety and excellent 
theranostic performance makes IJA a promising 
one-component agent for future biomedical 
applications. However, admittedly, there are still 
several issues to deal with. For example, the 
manufacturing process still needs some optimization 
to reduce the degradation of ICG during heating and 
the systematic biosafety still needs much more 
detailed evaluations. 
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